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BEAT THE DEALER IN HOLLAND CASINO'S
BLACK JACK

B.B. VAN DER GENUGTEN'

Abstract

This article concerns the game of Black Jack played according to the rules of the
foundation rHolland Casino's„ in the Netherlands. It is shown that the strategies

based on Thorp's original ten-count system lead to a loss by the players. However,

it is also shown that these strategies can be adapted in such a way that players
gain and thereby can beat the dealer.

The methods used for deriving these strategies are strongly based on extensive

simulation and combinatorial probability calculus.
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1 Introduction

The golden days for Black Jack players were in the sixties after the publication of Thorp's
book (1966) "Beat the Dealer". Based on the Las Vegas rules in those days, this book
contained relatively simple strategies which gave players an advantage over the house.
Thereafter, casinos took counter measures and changed the rules. These rules vary
strongly over casinos but all have one goal in common: to give back the advantage to
the house. However, in the second edition of his bestseller, Thorp states that in many
cases players can still obtain a slight advantage if they follow his strategies. And that's
what professional players still seem to do today.

The rules in the casinos run by the foundation "Holland Casino's" in the Netherlands
are exactly the same in all cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Groningen, Scheveningen,
Zandvoort, Breda, Nijmegen, Valkenburg and Eindhoven). They are typically Dutch
in so far that the combination of variations does not appear elsewhere. This raises the
first important question: what would happen if we used Thorp's strategies when playing
BJHC (Black Jack in Holland Casino's)? The answer is simple: a disaster. We would
loose every finite amount of money with probability one. So a second question arises:
can we play BJHC in practice such that we really have an advantage and so are able to
beat the dealer? The answers is in principle aff'irmative.

These questions and their answers are the theme of this article.

2 Rules of BJHC and strategies of players

The general rules of Black Jack (also known as: Twenty One) are extensively described
in Thorp (1966) or Epstein (1977). Here we emphasize the differences with BJHC.

BJHC is a card game that is played with a maximum of 7 players. Cards are dealt
by a dealer, a member of the house.

A complete stock of cards consists of 6 decks of 52 cards each (312 cards). It is the
starting stock for the first game. The remainder of the cards after the first game becomes
the playing stock of the second game and so on. If the remaining stock after a game falls
below the size of 2 decks (104 cards), then all cards are reshuflled and the next game
starts with the starting stock. We call a sequence between two successive reshu(ilings a
rowgame. All rowgames are mutually independent.

Players gain or lose by betting. The minimum bet is 1(for a cheap table j 5,-) and
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the maximum bet is usually 100 (corresponding to f 500,-).
Cards are always dealt face up. So, at least in theory, every player can know the

composition of the stock at any stage of the game.
Face cards have the value 10; non-face cards have their indicated value. An ace can

be counted as 1 or 11. A hand of cards is called soft if it contains an ace that can be
counted as 11 without exceeding the total 21. Other hands are called hard. We call the
maximum total of a hand the sum.

It is the goal of a player to get a sum as close as possible to but never exceeding 21 by
drawing (asking the dealer for cards one after another) or standing (requesting no more
cards) at the right moment. He busts (loses) if his (hard) sum exceeds 21. Standing on
(soft or hard) 21 is obligatory. If in a game at least one player stands, then the dealer
has to draw cards, too. He has no choice: he draws on sums C 16, stands on sums ~ 17
(hard or soft) and busts on a sum ~ 21. If a player and the dealer both stand, then the
game is lost for the one holding the smallest sum. The combination Black Jack (A,10)
beats any other sum of 21. Equal sums give a draw.

A winning player gains an amount 1 x his original bet and even 1~ x if he wins with
Black Jack. A losing player loses his original bet. In case of a draw a player neither
gains nor loses; his bet is returned.

Depending on the state of the game, players have the following extra options: in-
surance, even money, doubledown and split. Furthermore an extra bonus equal to the
original bet is gained with a hand of three sevens.

We describe in detail a game together with the decisions points of the players.
The game starts with the betting of players (decision F: Bet). After that the dealer

deals one card to each of the players and to himself (the dealer card). Then a second
card is dealt to each of the players (not yet to the dealer). So every player starts with
one pair of cards.

If the dealer card is an ace, players may ask for insurance against a dealer's Black
Jack (decision E: Insurance). A player insures with an amount 2 x his original bet. If
the dealer then gets Black Jack, the player gains 2 x his insurance. He otherwise loses
this insurance.

Next, players, one after another, request cards from the dealer.
If the dealer card is an ace and the player has Black Jack, he may ask for even

money (decision D: EvenMoney). In that case he immediately gets his gain which will
be reduced to 1 x his bet.
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If both cards of the pair have the same value, a player may split those cards (decision
C: Split). Then the dealer adds to both cards one new card and the player continues
with both pairs separately. To the additional pair a new bet equal to the original bet
must be added. Repeated splitting is permitted without any restrictions. However, with
pairs obtained by splitting aces no íurther normal drawing is allowed. For split pairs
Black Jack does not count and three sevens no longer give an extra bonus.

If a pair has a hard sum of 9,10,11 or a soft sum of 19,20, doubling down is permitted
(decision B: DoubleDown). Then the player doubles his original bet, draws one card and
stands.

Finally, as long as a player did not stand or bust he can choose between drawing or
standing (decision A: Stand~Draw).

A particular strategy of a player must specify at each appropriate stage of the game the
6 decisions A-F. For the decisions A-C, the player's sum, the dealer card and the current
stock should be taken into account. For the decisions D-F, the information of the current
stock is sufficient. Since the number of possible stocks is very large, a strategy cannot
be completely tabulated.

A very simple strategy for players is to mimic the dealer. Since players have to draw
cards first they are at a disadvantage. Table 1 below shows that such players should
change to pure gambling games like French or American roulette. However, with the so
called basic strategy described in section 4 we see that it is possible to reduce the loss.
Even with such a simple strategy Black Jack becomes at once the most attractive casino
game to play.
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Table 1. Gain of some 11C-games

Twin Roulette -1~17 - -5.9 qo
Black Jack

mimic dealer -5.7 Plo
French Roulette

composite -1~37 - -2.7 qo
simple -685~48581 - -1.41q

American Roulette -1~74 - -1.35oI'o
Black Jack

basic strategy -0.53~0

3 Construction of the optimal strategy

We consider here the determination of the optimal decisions for a given playstock. The
basic information is the standdistribution of the dealer given his dealer card. Table 2
below provides this distribution for the starting stock minus this card.

Table 2. Standdistribution dealer in q(stock: starting stock - dealer card)

17 18 19 20 21 BJ bust
A 13 13 13 13 5 31 12
2 14 13 13 12 12 - 35
3 13 13 13 12 11 - 37
4 13 12 12 12 11 - 40
5 12 12 12 11 11 - 42
6 17 11 11 10 10 - 42
7 37 14 8 8 7 - 26

8 13 36 13 7 7 - 24
9 12 12 35 12 6 - 23
10 11 11 11 34 3 8 21

From this table we see that the probability of the dealer standing at 21 starting with a
dealer card 9 equals 6~0.

With table 2 the expected gain of a player of standing at a particular sum can be
calculated straightforwardly. This gain should be compared with the gains of other de-
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cisions.

A) Draw over Stand.

As an approximation for the ca.lculations we assume that cards are drawn with re-
placement. Then the gain of drawing instead of standing can be determined backwards.
We start with standing on H21 (hard sum 21). From this we can calculate the gain of
drawing on H20 and therefore also the optimal choice and the corresponding optimal
gain. The order is H21, H2O, ..., H12, H11 and S(oft)21, H10 and S20, ..., H2 and 512.
The case of H14 (the so called 777-situation), in which the bonus for drawing three se-
vens can be obtained by drawing on (7,7), should be distinguished from the other H14
possibilities.

B) DDown over Stand~Draw.

By conditioning to the card to be drawn (with replacement) after double down the
gain of double down can be calculated from the table of gains for standing. By comparing
this gain with the results obtained under A the optimal decision and the corresponding
gain can be calculated.

C) Split over Stand~Draw~DDown.

By conditioning to the card that gives the new pair after splitting, the gain of splitting
can be calculated from the table obtained under B. For H14, the special 777-situation
should be taken into account. A special problem forms repeated splitting. Just drawing
with replacement overestimates the effect too much. This has been solved in the follow-

ing way: stop the splitting of a pair if exactly the same card is drawn again. Note that
the special rule for splitting aces complicates the calculations further. By comparing the
gain with the table of results obtained under B the optimal decision and the correspond-

ing gain can be calculated again.

The following table 3 gives some examples for the startstock without the dealer card.
The gains refer to a minimum bet 1.
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Table 3. Optimal choice (stock: starting stock - dealer card; bet - 1)

(x - impossible)

Sum Dealer

card
Stand Draw DDown SPlit Opt

H13 2 -0.29 -0.31 x x S
S13 2 -0.29 f0.05 x x D
H4 7 -0.48 -0.09 x f0.00 SP
H4 8 -0.51 -0.16 x -0.18 D
H11 5 -0.16 f0.31 }0.62 x DD
H10 2 -0.29 -F0.18 f0.36 -0.19 DD

With a player's H13 and a dealer card 2 the gain for standing is -0.29 and for drawing
-0.31. So the optimal decision is standing with optimal gain -0.29. For a player's S13
the optimal decision is drawing with optimal gain f0.05.

With a player's H4 and a dealer card 7, the optimal choice between standing and
drawing is drawing with optimal gain -0.09. However, for the special card combination
(2,2) splitting is possible too. In that case the optimal decision is splitting with gain
f0.00.

For H11 doubling down is possible with two cards. With a dealer card 5 the optimal
decision in that case is doubling down with optimal gain ~0.62.

For H10 doubling down as well as splitting is possible with two cards. With a dealer
card 2 the optimal decision in that case is doubling down with optimal gain -}-0.36.

D and E) Even money and Insurance.

According to Thorp (1966), we define for a given playing stock the T-ratio as follows:

7, - number of non-tens
number of tens

For the starting stock T-(312-96)~96-2.25.
It is easy to see that we should choose for even money and also for insurance if and

only if TG2.
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F) Bet size.

From the calculations of the tables under A-E and by conditioning to the player's
cards it is possible to calculate the expected player's gain for a playstock. For the starting
stock we get the gain -0.0030 with a bet 1.

It will be clear that for a given playing stock the optimal bet is the maximum 100 if
the gain is positive and the minimum 1 if this gain is negative.

Due to the very large number of possible playstocks it is not possible to produce a list
of tables with optimal decisions and gains for all stocks. It is only possible to construct

an algorithm that gives such a table for a particular stock.

By means of a simulation program that generates the game results for the players for
any choice of their strategies the overall gain for every set of specific strategies can be
determined.

In particular this is possible for tl~e case that all players follow the optimal strate-

gies as described above. We found with 7 players an overall mean gain per game of

f0.10 (half length of 95~ confidence interval 0.16) based on a simulation run of 25000

rowgames (about 250000 games). The algorithm took too much computer time to get

this gain more accurate. However, the result is promising enough to look further for

good strategies that should give a positive gain and which can be used in practice. It

is also clear that the golden days of Black Jack are over for players in Holland Casino's

because the observed gain of f0.1 is really quite small with respect to the maximum bet

100.

4 The basic strategy

The construction of this strategy is based on the following idea: calculate with the algo-

rithm described above a table with the optimal decisions for the starting stock and use

this table for every playing stock. This gives the table 4 below. There is no difference

between a 777-situation and other H14 sums.
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Table 4. Basic Strategy BJIIC

Pair Splitting (X - split

Dealercard

Pair

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A A - X X X X X X X X X
2 2 - X X X X X X - --
3 3 - X X X X X X - --
4 4 - - - - X X - - - -
5 5 - - - - - - - - - -
6 6 - X X X X X - - --
7 7 - X X X X X X - --
8 8 - X X X X X X X X-
9 9 - X X X X X - X X-
10 10 - - - - - - - - - -

Doubling (X - doubledown
Dealercard

Sum
A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H9 - X X X X X----
H10 - X X X X X X X X-
H11 - X X X X X X X X-
S19 - - - - - - - - - -
S20 - - - - - - - - - -

Minimal Standin~ Sums
Dealercard A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sum

Hard 17 13 13 12 12 12 17 17 17 17
Soft 19 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19

Extension: Poor betting
Class I-1 0 1 2 3 4 5
Bet 1 l 3 7 14 19 27
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So for the decisions stand, draw, double down and split according to A,B,C we use always
this table. With a dealer card 5 we split with (3,3), double down with a hard sum 10,
draw with a soft sum 17 but stand with a soft sum 18. For the starting stock the T-ratio
is 2.25. So we never take even money and insurance. The extension for poor betting is
discussed in the next section.

Using the simulation program it turns out that the overall gain per game of a player
with a minimum bet 1 is -0.0053 (see also table 1). Therefore this is also the optimal
bet. With this basic strategy we are not able to beat the dealer: we are beaten by him.

5 The extended basic strategy (I)

Without counting cards it seems that there is no better strategy than the basic strategy.
However, if one is prepared to count then there are possibilities to raise the gain to a
positive value. In this section we describe an extension of the basic strategy which leads
to a positive gain. In the next two sections we describe strategies with even a higher
positive gain. It should be kept in mind that Black Jack is played very fast. Therefore
counting strategies must be simple, otherwise they cannot be applied in practice.

Perhaps the most simple counting system is Thorp's ten-count system. For this we
simply count the tens and the non-tens. So at any moment we can calculate the T-ratio.
Decisions are based on that ratio. It appears that stocks which are rich of tens (i.e.
have a low T-ratio) are favourable for the players. The class division in table 5 below,
which was constructed by trial and error, gives a rough indication. Stocks in class -1
(T 1 2.31) are híghly unfavourable for player. Stocks in class 0(T between 2.11 and
2.30) are slightly unfavourable. Stocks in class 5 with TG1.70 are highly favourable.
The frequencies of the stocks have been determined by simulation. Note that 81 oI'o of the
stocks fall into the unfavourable classes, -1 and 0, and only 19PI'o in the favourable ones.
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Table 5. T-ratio classes

Class T-ratio Gain Freq (~o)

-1 ~ 2.31 - - 34
0 2.11 - 2.30 - 47
1 2.01 - 2.10 ~ 9
2 1.91 - 2.00 f 5
3 1.81 - 1.90 ff 2
4 1.71 - 1.80 f~- 1
5 C 1.70 f f-~ 1

For decisions A-C (stand, draw, double down and split) the extended basic strategy
is the same as the basic strategy. For decisions D-E (even money and insurance) we
can make the theoretically optimal decision since we know the T-ratio (take even money
and insurance iff TC2).

For decision F(betting) we take the minimum bet 1 if T falls in a class GO and the
maximum bet 100 if T belongs to a class ~1.

With this extended basic strategy the overall gain per game is positive: f0.095. So
this strategy beats the dealer provided that the player's capital is large enough. There-
fore we call this betting strategy the strategy for the rich player.

For players with a moderate amount of money the drawback is that they have a high

probability of getting ruined. Therefore for poor players we consider another criterion

different from maximizing the expected gain. We want to choose the bets in the T-classes

in such a way that the probability of ever getting ruined is minimized (given a certain

finite starting capital).

Given the frequencies f;, the expected gains g; and the bets b; for all classes i we
can estimate this ruin probability using the Wald-approximation for the probability of

absorbation in a random walk with positive drift and one-sided absorbing barrier (see

e.g. Ferguson (1967)). For the distribution of a single step we take a discrete distribution

in points -b; and fb; with corresponding probabilities Z f; (1 - g;) and Zf; (1 -b g;) for

all i. By solving an equation in terms of the moment generating function (e.g. with a

numerical Newton-Raphson iteration procedure), this probability can be calculated.

By minimizing this ruin probability with respect to the 6; we find the optimal bets.
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The last part of table 4 contains the optimal bets. It appears that the optimal solution
hardly depends on the starting capital. However, the ruin probability itself does.

Table 6. Structure of gain with the basic strategy

(incl. insurance and even money)

Class freq(qo) Gain Bet Rich Poor Thorp
-1 34.4 -0.012 1 1 1 1

0 47.2 -0.004 1 1 1 1
1 9.0 f0.002 1 100 3 1
2 5.1 ~-0.006 1 100 7 2
3 2.4 f0.080 1 100 14 2
4 1.1 -~0.014 1 100 19 4
5 0.7 f0.020 1 100 27 5

Total gain -0.0051 f0.095 f0.0067 -0.0035

The overview of table 6 for the extended basic strategy contains the optimal bets for the
poor player. He should bet 7 if the T-ratio falls in class 2. The overall gain using this
betting strategy is -f0.0067. Of course this gain is lower than that for the rich player.

Table 6 contains also approximately the bets suggested in Thorp (1966). We see that
the bets in the high classes are too low for obtaining a positive gain. Therefore applica-
tion of this strategy leads to a ruin probability of 1 for all finite starting capitals.

6 The professional strategy (III~

The professional strategy described in this section can be compared with Thorp's com-
plete ten-count system adapted for the Holland Casino's rules. It is rather difficult to
apply this strategy in practice since one has to learn long tables by heart.

The construction of the tables is very cumbersome. We take the starting stock and
add or delete tens, thereby traversing the range of the T-ratios with very special stocks.
We calculate the optimal decisions A-C for each T-ratio and make one concise table

with T-ratio bounds.
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Table 7. Professional Ten-Count Strategy BJIíC (III)

Pair Splitting ( Split if T G, if underlined: T 1)
Dealercard

Pair

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A A 1.4 4.2 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.3 4.3 3.9 3.7 3.2
2 2 0 3.0 3.7 00 00 00 00 ~ ~ 0
3 3 0 2.3 00 00 00 00 00 ~ ~, 0
4 4 0 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.4 6.2 7.0 0 0
5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 6 0 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.7 0 0 0 0
7 7 0 3.6 4.1 4.8 5.8 00 00 2.1 0 0
8 8 0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 2~
9 9 0 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.5 3.4 1.8 4.1 4.1 0
10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

777 0 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.2 5.3 4.9 0 0 0

Doubling (DDown if T G)

Dealercard

Sum

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H9 0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.2 1.8 1.5 0 0
H 10 0 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.8 5.1 3.5 3.0 2.5 0
H11 0 3.9 4.1 4.5 5.0 5.4 3.9 3.3 2.8 2.1
S19 0 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.2 0 0 0 0
520 0 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 0 0 0 0
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Standing (Draw if T ~)
Dealercard A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sum

H12 0 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.3 0 0 0 1.1
H 13 1.2 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.8 0 0 0 1.3
H14 1.3 2.7 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.3 0 0 1.2 1.6
H15 1.4 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.1 0 0 1.4 1.9
H16 1.5 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.4 5.0 0 1.4 1.8 2.2
H 17 3.0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

H18 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
S17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S 18 2.1 5.1 5.5 6.2 6.6 00 00 5.1 0 0
S19 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
777 0 2.2 2.~1 2.5 2.7 2.7 0 0 0 0

Poor betting

Class

Bet

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 6 9 13 21

Table 7 gives the result. So with T-2.9 and a dealer card 3 we split with (2,2), we
do not split with (4,4), we double down with lí9 and do not double down with H10, we
draw with H13 and stand with H14. With T-1.85 (class 3) we bet 100 as a rich player
and we bet 9 as a poor player.

? The advanced strategy (II)

The professional strategy is difí~icult to apply in practice. Therefore we constructed an

approximation, the advanced strategy, which is almost equally efficient and much easier
to use.

We make for each class a separate table of decisions and combine those tables to

obtain one concise table. This table is only a little bit more complicated than that of

the basic strategy.
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We constructed the tables for the advanced strategy by simulation with the profes-
sional strategy. We counted for each table entry the number of the positive decisions
and the negative decisions obtained with the professional strategy. For the table entry
of the advanced strategy we took the one which was the largest.



Table 8. Advanced Strategy (II) (see table 5 for class numbers)

Pair Splitting (X - split)

Dealercard
Pair

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A A - X X X X X X X X X
2 2 - X X X X X X - --
3 3 - X X X X X X c-1 --
4 4 - - - ~3 ~0 ~0 - - - -
5 5 - - - - - - - - - -
6 6 -~0 X X X X - - --
7 7 - X X X X X X -'~ --
8 8 - X X X X X X X X -
9 9 - X X X X X 14 X X-
10 10 - - - - - - - - - -

i): for not 777 split if T belongs to a class ~ 1.



Doubling (X - doubledown)

Dealercard

Sum

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H9 - 71 ) 0 X X X ~4 -- -
H10 - X X X X X X X X -
H11 - X X X X X X X X~1
519 - - 15 73 ~1 ~1 - - - -
520 - - - - ~ 5 1 4 - - - -

Minimal Standine Sums
Dealercard
Sum

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hard 17 12 (~ 2) 12 (1 1) 12 (~ 0) 12 (~ 0) 12 (~ 0) 17 17 16 (~ 4) 15 (1 3)
13 (0, 1) 13 (c 0) 13 (C-1) 13 (G-1) 13 (c-1) 17 (C 3) 16 (1,2)
14 (C-1) 17 (G 0)

Soft 18 (~ 1) 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19
19(CO)

Poor betting

Class -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
Bet 1 1 2 6 10 14 22
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Table 8 gives the result. With (4,4) and a dealer card 4 we split if T falls into a class
~3 and do not split if T belongs to a class G2. Wíth ( 7,7) and a dealer card 8 we do not
split unless the possibility of obtaining three sevens is lost and T belongs to a class 11.

8 COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

In table 9 the extended basic strategy I, the advanced strategy II and the professional
strategies III are compared. The poor betting system varies with these strategies and
the corresponding gains are indicated under `Bet'. The rich and Thorp's betting system
do not vary with the strategies; they are specified in table 6.

Table 9 shows that the advanced strategy II with the poor betting system leads to
a gain of ~ 0.0068 per game. The corresponding mean bet per game is 1.87. This
results in a gain percentage per bet of ~0.37qo. With a starting capital of 1000 units the
probability of ever being ruined with this playing method is 29qo.
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Table 9. Comparison strategies (I-III).

I II III
Class freq(oI'o) Bet Bet Bet

-1 34 1 1 1
0 47 1 1 1
1 9 3 2 2
2 5 7 6 6
3 3 14 10 9
4 1 19 14 13
5 1 27 22 21

Rich Gain f0.095 -~0.128 f0.130
Bet 19.1 19.5 19.4

Plo f0.50 f0.66 f0.67
Poor Cain ~-O.OOG7 f0.0068 -f0.0068

Bet 2.18 1.87 1.82
P!o f0.31 f0.37 -b0.37

Thorp Gain -0.0035 -0.0025 -0.0022
Bet 1.14 1.14 1.14

Plo -0.31 -0.22 -0.20

Capital Ruin Ruin Ruin
5000 2 0 0
2000 22 9 7
1000 47 29 26
500 69 54 51
200 86 78 76
100 93 88 87
50 96 94 93

Observe that the difference in gain for rich players between II and III is very small but
that both strategies give a substantial improvement of the extended basic strategy. The
betting strategies of the poor players lcad almost to the same gain. However, now the
difference appears in the ruin probabilities. The largest differences appear with starting
capitals around 1000. Note that also for strategies II and III Thorp's betting system
leads to a loss.
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If the reader has ambitions to become a professional player he should not have high
expectations about his salary. With 2000 working hours a year and fast playing of 40
games per hour at a cheap table with minimum bet 1 - f 5,- the expected gain for a
poor player is 0.0068 x 2000 x 40 x f 5,- - f 2720. This salary for rich players becomes
f 3800 ( for I), f 5120 ( for II) and f 5200 ( for III). So for a reasonable annual salary
he should switch to an expensive table with minimum bet of f 50. However, he should
then look for a millionaire as a companion in order to avoid the risk of being ruined.

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to thank Peter Borm for his valuable comment.
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